
FANTASY SPECIAL RULES 

 

House Rules 

Break Test 
For Break Tests roll 3 dice and discard the lowest when the unit is not Shaken.  When the unit is Shaken, 

role 2 dice as per the rules. 

 

Divisions 
Two Divisions in an Army can contain 1+ units of Cavalry, Chariots, Elephants, Flyers and any infantry that 

"historically" fought with the previous types, like Chariot runners and Elephant support light infantry.  

These two Divisions typically formed up on either flank of the main body of infantry. 
 

Magic 
Spells are cast during the Ranged Attacks phase 

 

 

TROOP TYPES 
Light Flyers (LF). Are treated as Cavalry for Charge Responses p60 & Break Tests. 

In Open Order they incur no distance modifiers when given orders. 

Can form into Open Order without restriction and can combine a formation change to or from open 

order with a single move. 

Some Light Flyers are always in open order but they are not treated as skirmishers. 

 

 

Heavy Flyers (HF).  Are treated as Cavalry for Charge Responses p60 & Break Tests. 

These mounts are also units and so the commander cannot leave them or join other units. 

 

 

Big Things 
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Chaos Harpies, Fell 

Bats 

Carrion, Giant Eagles 

4 4 2/0 0 6+ 6 LF+3, Fly 12”,  Feigned Flight+2 22 

Daemon Flyer 

Pegasus Knights 

4 4 2/0 0 5+ 6 LF+3, Fly 12” 21 

Warhawk Riders 

Terradons, Birdmen 

4 4 2 2/12 6+ 6 LF+3, Fly 12”, Short bows-1,  Feigned 

Flight+2, are always in Open Order 

23 

Giant Bat Swarm 2 2 2 0 0 6 LF+3, Fly 12”, are always in Open Order 17 
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Dragon 6 5 3/0 3/12 3+ 6 HF+3, Fly 12”, Big+20 +50 

Griffon, Hippogriff, 

Manticore, Winged 

Nightmare, Wyvern 

4 3 0 0 4+ 6 HF+3, Fly 12”, Big+20 +40 
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Bone Giant 3 3 0 0 4+ 4 HI,  Big+20 33 

Sphinx 2 2 0 0 3+ 6 HI,  Big+20 34 

Giant 4 4 0 0 5+ 8 MI,  Big+20 38 

Stegadon 5 5 3 3/12 4+ 10 HI,  Big+20,  Short bows-1 48 

Greater Daemon 4 4 0 0 4+ 4 HI,  Big+20 35 

Steam Tank 3 3 3 3/18 3+ 4 Cata,  Big+20 40 

Dragon Rider 6 5 3/0 3/12 3+ 6 HF+3, Fly 12”,  Big+20 50 



 

Commander Mounts. These Clash and Sustained values are added to the Commanders 

Clash and Sustained values. 

These mounts still allow the Commander to join and leave his units. 

 

HC+6 was +3 

 

1* There can only be one of these in an army.  This usually applies to the General. 

 

Big +20. These should be mounted on 80mm+ base frontage for 28mm models and 60mm bases for 10-

15mm models.  There is only one model in the unit. 

1. In Clash and Sustain combat these units cause -2 Morale Save penalty. 

2. If enemy Open Order Infantry are fighting Big units in hand-to-hand they do not suffer the usual 

-1 ‘to hit’ for being in Open Order and instead they receive a +1 to hit the Big unit.  This does not 

apply to Open Order infantry that are supporting. 

3. Big units cannot support or be supported. Their “Big” presence is too disconcerting. 

4. Big units are also Terrifying.  This points costs is included in the above points cost. 

 

Fear +1. A fear inducing Commander or unit causes non “Fear” enemy units to lose their charge bonus 

on a roll of 1-3, on a 4-6 they retain their charge bonus. 

 

FearOO +1, This unit causes fear in all units in Open Order, in this instance it includes Chariots, except 

Scythed Chariots, causing enemy units to lose their charge bonus, there is no roll it is automatic. For 

those units that can form a Battle Line then they should to avoid this. 

 

Fly 12” +0. The unit can fly 12”, 24” or 36” they can move over other units whether friend or foe and over 

any terrain.  Flying units cannot end their move touching enemy units unless they have charged them.  

Nor can they end their move on top of other friendly unit, they must have room to be positioned in the 

same way as other ground units.  In all other respects they are treated as ground units. 

Flyers cannot end their movement in Woods/Forests, built up areas or any water feature. 

Add the following to the end of the section TRAVERSING SHOTS on p51 

Traversing shots also apply to Flyers who have flown overhead of half or more of an enemy unit that is 

armed with long Ranged Weapons.  Traversing shots also apply when Flyers land at the end of their 

order phase and an enemy unit has them to their front as per the rules on p50-51. 

 

Food +0. The unit must use its initiative to charge an enemy unit of humans at the start of the Command 

phase then it must do so. This happens automatically and their commander can do nothing about it. 

'Humans' encompasses all 'men' including Chaos Warriors and Marauders, but not Dwarfs, Elves etc.  This 

can apply to some Ogres. 

 

General & Wizard.  A General Wizard can “do” any one of the following combinations in a command 

phase. 

1. Issue Orders, Follow me and Rally and then move. This is the standard Hail Caesar method. So 

NO casting magic. 

2. Issue Orders and Rally the unit he is with and then Cast Magic.  So NO movement of any kind. 

3. Move or Issue a Follow me order and then Cast Magic. So NO Orders other than Follow me. 

 

IC Wizard +20.  These are independent characters and don’t command Divisions/units. Wizards can cast 

spells can carry a magic item restricted to a Wizard if desired.   

 

IC Mage +25. Mages are especially powerful wizards and to represent this they can cast spells easier 

than Wizards, this ability is already included in their spell lists. 

 

Wizards and Mages can join units and add any bonus if they have them. 
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Wolf, Warg +1 +1      +2 

Chariot +2 +1      +3 

Eagle, Pegasus +2 +1 0 0   Fly 36”,  Feigned Flight+2 +6 

         



LR stands for Leadership Rating. 

 

Move 7” +1. These units are fast moving and move 7” instead of the usual 6”.  These units still move 6” 

when “Giving Way”. 

 

No Magic -1.  These units cannot be given magic items. 

 

Objectives -1.  These units cannot claim objectives for some reason. 

 

Regenerate +6. At the very end of the combat phase when the unit has lost 2 or more casualties, the 

unit can regenerate one Stamina, by rolling a dice, a 1-3 regenerate one Stamina, a 4-6 has no effect.  

When Shaken the regeneration ability does not function.  The unit must be Rallied for it work again.  This 

can apply to some Trolls. 

 

Spiders 0 

1. Spiders when in woods ALWAYS count as being uphill as they are up in the trees, so this cancels 

out the Open Order -1. 

2. Spiders count as Militia when on open ground.  

3. Spiders can only be in Divisions with other Spiders, so Divisions of 1-many Spider units are 

allowed. 

 

Stakes +3.  Cavalry, Chariots and Elephants when charging across stakes do not use their Clash value, 

but use their Sustained value instead, they still count as charging.  Stakes cover the frontage of the 

placing unit, once placed they cannot be moved.   

 

Stamina8 for a standard Frontage unit +6.  This is typically for Chaos Warriors & Knight and Ogres.  This in 

addition to the 8 points of Stamina, as these units are almost impossible to Shatter and difficult to make 

Shaken. 

 

Strong +6.  Enemy suffer -1 penalty to their Morale Save when in hand to hand.  Strong units have no 

short range missile, so are typically 2/0 or 3/0. 

 

Terrifying +6 

1. A non “Terrifying” unit that loses a combat to a Terrifying unit must re-roll its highest dice for any 

Break Tests. 

2. Any unit charging or being charged by a “Terrifying” unit loses its charge bonus as follows. Roll a 

dice once the unit has charged.  On a roll of 1-3 the unit is disordered and so also lose their 

charge bonus, on 4-6 the unit is unaffected. 

3. These penalties do not apply to units which are terrifying themselves. 

 

Undead 0. 

1. Undead units never act on initiative, for example they must be given orders to charge or 

evade. 

2. -Can never be disordered for any reason. 

3. -Do take Break Tests for any reason. 

4. -When Shaken the Undead unit is destroyed. 

5. Undead units also cause Fear. This points costs is included in the above points cost. 

 


